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1. Introduction 

The methods of producing ever diminutive and power efficient devices would 
have hit a brick wall without the invention of the atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) 
thin film deposition technique, invented and patented in the ‘70s by Suntola 
and Antson for manufacturing thin pinhole-free zinc sulphide layers for thin-
film electroluminescent (TFEL) displays,1 and also independently studied in 
USSR by Alekovskii et al. since the late 60s.2,3 Presently, the technique is most 
commonly called atomic layer deposition (ALD). It is in world-wide use e.g. in 
the fabrication of high quality dielectric films for efficient metal-oxide-
semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFET) and dynamic random access 
memories (DRAM).4 The semiconductor industry has been the main motivator 
in the development of the ALD method, as the other processing methods of 
depositing conformal, thin coatings over various types of substrates are scarce 
and prove certain difficulties in large scale production.5 The atomic level con-
trol of the films has become the main solution to the industry where the micro-
fabrication processes appear to be the key limiting factor rather than the depo-
sition of a few nanometer thick pinhole-free films. 

The ALD of oxide materials has solutions for the deposition of a wide range 
of materials applicable e.g. for gas barrier materials, high- and low-κ dielectric 
materials, etch-stops, magnetic materials, transparent conducting oxides, 
thermoelectrics, cathodes, anodes or electrolytes in energy solutions and anti-
reflection coatings. Some of the sought properties require complex materials 
with more than one cation species. Such properties include piezoelectrics, gi-
ant magnetoresistance devices, superconductors and metallic-type conductors, 
which can have outstanding performance with ternary/quaternary perovskite-
type ABO3-δ materials where A and B represent different cations.6–9 In addition 
to the perovskite-type materials, a slightly different type of complex ALD-type 
technique exists where an organic molecule with a reactive functional group is 
in a key role.10,11 The sequential introduction of organic species, similarly as the 
precursors in ALD processes, is called molecular layer deposition (MLD). The 
combination of ALD and MLD processes then yields hybrid inorganic-organic 
thin films, superlattice structures or nanolaminates, depending on the way of 
mixing the two methods.5,10 In hybrid ALD/MLD, the properties of both inor-
ganic and organic worlds can be combined with the selection of ALD and MLD 
components, and the resulting hybrid thin films are usable e.g. in thermoelec-
trics, where the boundaries between the two materials scatter heat transferring  
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Table 1: Oxide and hybrid materials deposited with the ALD method arranged by the atomic 
number, where underlined species have β-diketonate precursors available. 

 
Oxides6,12 

 
 
Li, Be, B, Mg, Al, Si, P, Ca, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, Ge, Sr, Y, 
Zr, Nb, Ru, Rh, Pd, In, Sn, Sb, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, 

Tm, Yb, Lu, Hf, W, Ir, Pt, Pb and Bi 
 

 
Hybrid ALD/MLDIII,IV,V,10,13–15 

 
 

Li, Al, Si, Ca, Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Zn, Zr and Eu 
 
 
phonons leading into higher efficiency16–19, as gas-barriers materials20–22 or in 
metal-organic frameworks, where the inorganic central atoms are linked to-
gether by organic molecules in well-defined cage-like structures.III,V,13,23–25  

The ALD of oxide materials is a well-studied field, but the element choices 
for the hybrid ALD/MLD have notably less options, as seen in Table 1. The 
widely employed β-diketonate precursors (underlined in Table 1), where the 
cation is bonded from two ketone oxygen atoms, cover most of the studied 
elements, but unfortunately are non-reactive towards the most used MLD pre-
cursors, explaining the yet small number of developed hybrid processes. 

The goal of the dissertation was to produce novel complex thin film oxide 
and hybrid materials through ALD and ALD/MLD technologies. The first two 
publications dive into the world of perovskite-type oxide cathode materials for 
solid oxide fuel cells, the ALD processes for the ternary SrCoO3-δ I and quater-
nary (La,Sr)CoO3-δ II phases were, prior to this dissertation, missing from tar-
get parent (La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3-δ system. The hybrid ALD/MLD materials family 
prior this dissertation was limited in aluminium, titanium and zinc based, 
non-β-diketonate precursor derived amorphous hybrid materials. Since then, 
the hybrid ALD/MLD materials family has expanded rapidly to cobalt,IV man-
ganese,IV copper,III calcium,V lithium,13 iron14 and europium15 hybrid materials 
after the realization of the highly reactive carboxylic acid precursors which 
work perfectly even with the low reactivity β-diketonate precursors. 
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2. Methodology 

This chapter introduces the key characterization methods of the thesis work, 
namely X-ray reflectivity (XRR), grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD), 
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), physisorption measurements 
and sample elongation studies. Other methods, such as X-ray fluorescence 
(XRF), induced coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES), X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
were applied as well, but are not reviewed here. XRF and ICP-OES were ap-
plied to study the medium-to-high molar mass elemental constitution of a 
whole sample, XPS to screen the elemental constitution, chemical surround-
ings and the oxidation state of some elements from the vicinity of a surface 
and AFM method in order to verify the roughness results derived from XRR 
measurements. The following brief summaries of the characterization tech-
niques are far from complete and some other techniques might be equally able 
to provide the information gathered by the presented techniques. 

2.1 X-ray reflectivity (XRR) 

X-rays propagate approximately 10—200 μm inside a material, interacting 
with the electron density and crystal lattice of the material. Thus, it is advanta-
geous to use X-rays for gathering information from thin films, assuming their 
thicknesses fall into the mentioned range. One particularly appealing method 
of analysing sample thickness, density and roughness is XRR. In this method, 
X-rays are directed to the sample from a low angle, usually of the order of 0.2°, 
and then the angle is increased while analysing the interference pattern is re-
trieved from the reflected beams.26,27 The sample density can be analysed from 
the critical angle (θC) seen in the low angle region where the X-rays no longer 
reflect from the surface, but begin to penetrate into the sample. The critical 
angle can be calculated using Equation (1), where λ stands for the X-ray wave-
length, re classical electron radius and ρe electron density:27 

 
  ( 1 ) 

 
As noted in Equation (1), the critical angle is proportional to the square root 

of electron density of the material via constant k1. The density and refractive 
index of the thin film can be calculated with Equations (2) and (3), where ρ 
stands for density, A for average molar mass, NA for Avogadro’s constant, Z for 
average atomic number and n for refractive index: 
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    ( 2 ) 

 
    ( 3 ) 
 
The distance between the interference patterns, or the so-called Kiessig 

fringes, is used for calculating the sample thickness (d) shown in Equation (4), 
where m is an integer:28 

 
    ( 4 ) 

 
The surface and interface roughness profiles can be estimated from the decay 

rate of the intensity and the point of the incident angle where the Kiessig 
fringes are no longer visible. The root-mean-square (RMS) roughness (σ) is 
proportional to overall intensity by the equation (5):29,30 

 
    ( 5 ) 

 
Typically, all of these film properties are calculated with computer programs 

designed for thin-film analysis, as was done in this thesis as well for each 
thickness, roughness and density value, where practically only the elemental 
ratio of the material is defined prior to the calculations. The previously pre-
sented XRR features are shown in Figure 1, where on the left side four example 
graphs are shown, followed by examples of critical angles with two different 
densities seen in (1), Kiessig fringes of thicker (top) and thinner (bottom) 
samples in (2) and samples with low, high and high roughnesses in (3) on top, 
middle and bottom, respectively. 

 
 

 
Figure 1. Four example XRR graphs are presented on the left, before the visualization of the 

important features of (1) critical angle, (2) Kiessig fringes and (3) the intensity or feature decay 

rates. 
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2.2 Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique is a common method of analysing the struc-
ture of crystalline material and to identify the lattice stress in the sample, 
where the X-rays reflect from geometrical symmetry planes noted by Miller 
indices. In addition, X-rays might excite some atoms, which can be seen as an 
uneven baseline of the signal due to fluorescence. In a typical XRD measure-
ment using Bragg-Brentano (θ-2θ) configuration to detect the oriented crystal 
planes the angle of both the X-ray source and the detector are raised symmet-
rically while the sample is rotated. For normal bulk samples, this is a routine 
measurement procedure, but if applied for nanometer scale thin films, the re-
sulting intensities from the sample can be inadequate due to the low meas-
urement volume and here the signal from the substrate might be overwhelm-
ing. One way to approach thin film measurements is the surface-sensitive graz-
ing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) technique, where the X-rays are pro-
jected constantly in a grazing angle slightly above (e.g. +0.1—0.5°) the critical 
angle θC and thus the measurement volume of the thin film is high enough to 
detect the signal. Even though the crystal phase is identifiable using powder 
diffraction databases, some peak intensities are typically low, different or 
slightly off-position. This is due to the fact that ALD films are made using a 
layer-by-layer technique where the resulting film might not be completely pol-
ycrystalline, and partly due to the stress/strain resulted from the lattice.31,32 
GIXRD is useful for film stress analysis, as by measuring with varying grazing 
angles, a depth profile of residual stresses can be formed to study the effect of 
the substrate lattice (mis)match on the product’s lattice parameters.31–33 If just 
a top few nanometers of the sample are in the scope of interest, a grazing inci-
dence asymmetric Bragg (GIAB) geometry can be used where the grazing angle 
is below the critical angle at the “total reflection” area. In this configuration, 
the total reflection mode is dominating and merely a weak signal just from the 
surface can be seen.34  

In this dissertation, the GIXRD technique was applied for identifying the 
crystalline structures using Cu Ka X-rays. The main difference of the main dif-
fraction methods, XRD and GIXRD, are compared in Figure 2. The graphs 
from the same thin film sample are measured with GIXRD (1) and XRD (3) 
methods in comparison to the silicon substrates, (2) and (4), respectively. 

 

 
Figure 2. Left and middle: The main difference between Bragg-Brentano XRD technique and 

the GIXRD technique is the angle of the X-ray source. Right: Thin crystalline sample and the 

substrate was measured with (1,2) GIXRD and (3,4) XRD methods, respectively.   
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2.3 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy 

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a measurement technique based on IR radiation 
interacting with mainly the covalent bonds of molecules and crystalline struc-
tures, as the IR radiation passes through a sample and the absorbed wave-
lengths are measured.35,36 The signal point where a peak appears corresponds 
to the energy quantum required to activate a vibration mode in the sample 
molecule. The x-axis for IR spectrum is typically a wavenumber  [cm-1], which 
is linearly dependant on the energy of the vibration mode, as seen from equa-
tions (6—8). The other symbols are the wavelength λ of the radiation describ-
ing the distance between the adjacent peaks of the wave, the frequency ν de-
scribing the number of the cycles per second of a wave, ΔE describing the en-
ergy required to excite the vibration mode from quantum ground state (E0) to 
an excited state (E1), c is the speed of light in vacuum and h is the Planck con-
stant: 

 
    ( 6 ) 

 
   ( 7 ) 

 
    ( 8 ) 

 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) instruments have advantages over older 

IR techniques such as high throughput (where the total source output can be 
passed through the sample continuously) and the speed advantage (where the 
spectra can be obtained in milliseconds due to rapid and accurate mirror 
movements), resulting in a high signal and an improved signal-to-noise ratio 
while the measurements are carried out in a fraction of a time. For a molecule 
vibration to be visible in IR spectrum, a changing electric dipole moment is 
required when any of the bonds are stretched or bent, i.e. the molecule must 
not be linear homodiatomic such as N2 or O2.  

 The IR spectrum can be divided into three main regions; far-infrared (<400 
cm-1), mid-infrared (4000—400 cm-1) and near-infrared (13000—4000 cm-1). 
Generally, near-infrared regions show only combinational peaks, where two or 
more vibration modes of the same or neighbouring parts of the molecule are 
combined. 4000—2000 cm-1 region shows mainly the hydrogen-related (X—
H) vibrations, while maybe the analytically most interesting carbon (C—X) and 
oxygen (O—X) related peaks are seen in the so-called fingerprint area of ca. 
2000—650 cm-1. The peaks from halogens, metals and crystal lattice vibrations 
are seen at lower wavenumbers (400—100 cm-1). Hydrogen bonding has a 
large impact in the analysis of FTIR spectrum, as it affects the bond strength of 
its counter-part and thus the resulting position of the peak in the spectrum. 
The hydration type of an inorganic compound can be estimated from the O—H 
stretching patterns seen at 3000—3800 cm-1, where i.e. broad or sharp peaks 
indicate non-coordinated or coordinated species, respectively. Four example  
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Figure 3. Four example spectra of (1) amorphous hybrid ALD/MLD film, (2) amorphous ter-

nary oxide film, (3) crystalline hybrid ALD/MLD film and (4) terephthalic acid on a KBr are seen 

on the left. The three atom vibration modes of asymmetric and symmetric stretching, scissoring, 

rocking, wagging and twisting forms are seen in a-f, respectively.  
 
spectra and the possible IR active vibration modes of three atom species are 
represented visually in Figure 3, which are a) asymmetric stretching, b) sym-
metric stretching, c) scissoring, d) rocking, e) wagging and f) twisting vibration 
forms. Some care should be taken when measuring the FTIR spectra, as sub-
stracting the silicon spectrum from the sample+silicon spectrum, a substrate 
piece from the same silicon wafer is required. If even a substrate from the 
same wafer batch is substracted instead, the baseline of the spectrum is heavily 
affected, as seen in Fig. 3 (left, 2). Samples (1) and (3) have correctly sub-
stracted baselines and clear peaks are seen from C—O—Metal bonds near 1600 
cm-1, the major peak in (2) comes from carbonate group and the spectrum in 
(4) is the spectrum of terephthalic acid over KBr, precursor used e.g. in film 
(3). 

 

2.4 Physisorption measurements 

Physisorption is a shortened from physical adsorption, where a particle is ad-
sorbed to the surface without forming a chemical bond, but is attached with 
van der Waals interaction.36 The enthalpy difference of chemisorption to phy-
sisorption is roughly 10-folds higher with ca. -200 — -400 kJ mol-1.  

Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) have developed a method which takes 
use of the physisorptive nature of certain gases to determine the surface area 
of materials.37 Since the effective surface area of an adsorbed nitrogen mole-
cule is known as ca. 0.162 nm2 and the volume of the gas and the pressure can 
be measured precisely, the surface area which nitrogen molecules cover and 
thus the “BET surface area” of the sample can be estimated.38 The pore volume 
can be similarly analysed by monitoring how much gas can be put into the 
measurement vial with the sample, while monitoring the pressure behaviour. 
The equation for BET theory ( 9 ) has V for adsorbed gas quantity, Vm as ad-
sorbed monolayer gas quantity, p and p0 as the equilibrium and saturation 
pressure and c as BET constant: 
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   ( 9 ) 

 
  
Using the BET equation by plotting the left-hand side of the equation 

[V(p0/p)-1]-1 on the y-axis and p/p0 on the x-axis (see Fig. 4), a linear line 
should be established from the experimental results in p/p0 range of ca. 0.05—
0.35. Using the acquired plot, the slope and y-intercept can be applied to cal-
culate the surface area covered by adsorbed molecules. However, some caution 
must be taken into account when accepting BET surface area results for highly 
porous materials or low mass samples.38  

 

 
Figure 4. Example graph drawn from BET-equation to inspect the gas adsorption. 

 
Pore volume analysis can be studied with e.g. Barrett-Joyner-Halenda39 

(BJH) method and nonlocal density functional theory (NLDFT). BJH is widely 
applied, but the newer NLDFT is more suitable micro- and mesoporous analy-
sis for known pore types.38,40 Downsides of both methods include the BJT’s 
underestimation of the pore sizes by ca. 25 % when the pore diameter is less 
than 10 nm, while for NLDFT the assumption of the pores being chemically 
homogenous, structureless and smooth.41,42  

In this thesis, moisture was evaporated for 24 hours at 150 °C in vacuum be-
fore BET analysis and for 48 hours at 150 °C before NLDFT pore volume anal-
yses. The measurement takes place in 77 K, where the adsorption surface area 
of molecular nitrogen is known. The results expressed in this thesis are based 
on computer assisted calculations, where the user provides only the amount of 
material, calculated from its dimensions and density gathered from XRR 
measurements. 

2.5 Elongation experiments 

Studying of the mechanical properties such as elasticity, toughness and hard-
ness for thin films includes controlled bending, stretching and scratching 
measurements. The elongation profile can be obtained when stretching the 
sample under a constantly increasing force, and features such as elastic region,  
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Figure 5. The top figures describe elongation profile of a single elastic material, while the bot-

tom three figures show the breaking of the top layer as a small dent in the elongation profile. 

Leftmost figures show the formation from elastic to plastic region and rightmost figures show the 

breaking of the material.  
 

plastic region and the breaking of the film can be analysed.43 In the elastic re-
gion, the sample can be reverted back to its original stress-free state without 
structural damage, while in the plastic region, some irreversible damage is 
already happening. In Figure 5 top and bottom, the elongation profiles for an 
elastic film (=substrate) and for a case where thin film is seen to break before 
the substrate, are shown in top and bottom, respectively.  

The elongation measurements were performed with a tensile tester, where 
the sample was first cut with a custom made razorblade jig into 2.25 mm wide 
strips, glued between abrasive papers from its long ends and then attached in 
to the tensile tester as shown in Figure 6. After careful adjustment of the sam-
ple, it was elongated with a constant rate of 0.5 mm/min and the required 
force was measured. The elongation studies require an elastic substrate, such 
as a polymer. A novel temperature resistant Kapton CS (DuPont) was chosen 
for these studies. The sample is then cut into smaller stripes determined by the 
tensile-stress tester’s dimensions.  
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Figure 6. The tensile tester in a resting state (left) and when the sample is elongated until it’s 

broken (right).  
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3. Thin film depositions of complex ox-
ide and hybrid materials 

This chapter goes through briefly the two main classes of vacuum deposition 
methods before presenting the key results of the dissertation work. 

3.1 Physical and chemical vapour deposited thin films 

Some of the fastest vacuum technologies to deposit thin films with a controlla-
ble cation ratio are physical vapour deposition (PVD) methods where the line-
of-sight transport of material to substrate condenses into a solid, congruent 
film typically at 1—10 nm/s.44 Even though the elemental controllability of the 
product is rather straightforward as the product generally has the same cation 
ratio as the source material,45,46 larger problems arise from shadowing effects 
induced from the line-of-sight -type deposition mode and the inevitable thick-
ness variations which are poison to high aspect-ratio applications and in ultra 
thin film processes.7 The shadowing effects are welcomed to some applications 
such as in deposition of rod-type nanostructures for sensoring or optical appli-
cations, or simply to create patterned films with a mask.47–49 One way to cir-
cumvent the shadowing issue is a deposition method where the product is 
yielded directly from a gaseous phase. 

In a typical chemical vapour deposition (CVD) process, the chemical reac-
tions occur on a hot surface where the precursors are introduced simultane-
ously and the product is grown all around at the same time, even in the cavities 
of the material.50 The growth rate is affected mainly by the precursor arrival 
flux and/or surface kinetics. ALD is closely related to the CVD processes, but 
compared with typical CVD methods, the sequential introduction of the pre-
cursors in ALD enables better control over the film in high-technology solu-
tions.5,51  

3.2 ALD of the binary oxides 

The ALD is a unique method suited for fabricating (ultra) thin films on vari-
ously shaped and even on delicate substrates. The ideal growth is based on 
separate introduction of precursor gases until the desired film thickness is 
reached. The method is considered slow paced in comparison with other thin 
film production methods, which is understandable due to the sequentiality.  
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Figure 7. The schematics of an ALD cycle of a typical ML2 + H2O process. 

 
In Figure 7, the sequential pulsing of ALD precursors is presented for a typi-

cal ML2 + H2O process: (1) The first precursor ML2 is introduced to the surface 
|| with -OH groups within an inert gas flow and the precursor molecules react 
with the reactive sites of the surface group forming ||-O-ML species and de-
taches a ligand HL. (2) The inert gas purge swipes the unreacted precursors 
away with the rest of the detached ligands and leaves behind a monolayer – or 
close-to-a-monolayer – of the chemisorbed precursor. (3) The second precur-
sor pulse, H2O, is let to react with the precursor layer forming the next layer of 
||-O-M-OH, and the rest of the ligands are detached as HL species. (4) The 
inert gas purge empties the reaction chamber again and cleans the surface of 
the detached HL ligands and extra H2O. The steps (1) – (4) form the so-called 
ALD cycle, which is repeated until the desired film thickness is reached. 

If the strength of ALD comes from the sequential introduction of precursors, 
the strict sequentiality has its downsides as well. The time required to grow 
e.g. one micrometer thick film (1/100th of a cross-section of human hair) of 
colossally applied Al2O3 at e.g. 1.0 Å/cycle, and let’s say, 10 seconds of ALD 
cycle time would take more than a full day, which is one of the main reasons 
ALD is applied mainly for 1 – 100 nm films.5,52 Throughput can be defined as 
growth per unit time, which can be in terms of substrate wafers processed per 
hour or by deposited surface area per hour.7 An increase in the overall 
throughput value for single wafer ALD can be addressed by batch processes, 
where multiple wafers are deposited on simultaneously. However, larger sur-
face areas and batch reactors require somewhat longer pulse and purge times 
to achieve full saturation, which nullifies some of the throughput advantages of 
the batch tools, and promotes the importance of heating, cooling, loading and 
unloading time it takes to change one sample vs. one batch of samples. 
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3.2.1 The optimization of the ALD cycle 
The lengths for the precursor pulses and the inert gas purges need to be op-

timized to avoid either too long processes or uneven films. Typical time scales 
for one pulse or purge vary from 0.1 s to tens of seconds depending on the 
choice of reactor type, precursors and growth temperature. The growth behav-
iour can be analysed from the plot of pulse length vs. growth-per-cycle (GPC) 
as visualised for different scenarios in Figure 8. Monitoring the GPC in varying 
temperatures can reveal the optimal growth temperature range, often named 
as ALD-window where the GPC, or more importantly the product quality, is 
constant. In practice, there are always deviations from ideal ALD processes 
shown in Fig. 8(a,c), where GPC can continue to increase after a nominal satu-
ration point, as seen in Fig. 8b, or the precursor might not chemisorb quickly 
or strongly enough with the surface groups, which is seen as abruptly declining 
thicknesses while the purge length is increased (Fig. 8d). Even the ALD-
window is not usually completely flat, but it does not mean the repeatability 
would be lost or that the product quality would be insufficient, as visualised in 
Fig. 8(e).10 In a case where the ALD window is narrow and only a declining 
trend is seen as growth temperature is risen, it might indicate a diffusion of a 
precursor into the film at lower temperatures providing more reactive sites 
and at higher temperatures the diffusion out of the film gets stronger.53 How-
ever, the diffusion phenomenon is more typical for ALD/MLD processes and 
rare for ALD processes. In addition, the combined effect of increased reaction 
activation rate and the decrease of reactive sites might change the shape of the 
ALD window curve.54 Moreover, even though the temperature-to-GPC analysis 
gives some important information regarding the growth process, maybe GPC 
should not be focused as much as it has historically been, but the product qual-
ity such as resistivity, surface roughness, chemical composition or density.  
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Figure 8. Typical ALD characteristics are visualised where the saturation of the ALD pulse 

and purge are shown in (a) and (c), inclusion of a CVD-type growth component in the ALD-

pulse is shown in (b) and low sorption of the precursor is seen as declining GPC in (d), ALD-

window in (e) and the linear increase of the thickness with ALD-cycles is shown in (f). 
 
In the optimized ALD growth process, a linear increase in the repetitions of 

the ALD cycles would mean perfectly linear increase in film thickness (Fig. 8f). 
Even though the growth linearity is achieved in the higher number of deposi-
tion cycles, the initial GPC during the first few layers of the process might ex-
hibit increased or decreased values. The surface of the substrate might either 
promote or inhibit the growth of the film in comparison to the precursor oxide 
layer due to e.g. different amounts of reactive sites or by different growth 
modes of the chemically different surfaces, discussed also in ternary film 
growth section near Fig. 11.54,55 The deposition process at the first few layers is 
seldom discussed in ALD studies, but recognizing this and studying the results 
with e.g. microscopic or QCM methods might provide valuable information of 
the growth process when the fabrication goal is in an ultra-thin film, as often 
required for applications.5,13,56 

3.2.2 Precursors 

A typical precursor molecule consists of an inorganic atom surrounded by 
one or more ligand groups. The key requirements for the ALD precursors are 
(1) sufficient volatility, (2) resistance to thermal decomposition at the growth 
temperature, (3) affinity for detaching one of its ligands to create a stronger 
chemical bond with the surface group, (4) self-limiting growth, (5) fast reac-
tion rate with the surface and (6) gaseous reaction by-products which don’t 
react with nor readsorb to the surface.6,54 The list of preferred requirements is 
even longer, and thus some compromises are always required. The precursors  
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Figure 9. The ALD precursor-tree. 

 
can be classified with two main groups – inorganics and metalorganics, seen in 
Figure 9. 

The inorganics consist of metal halides and pure elements of which neither 
are experiencing steric hindrance induced by the bulky ligands. Halides are 
generally applied due to their high reactivity, small ligand size and good ther-
mal stability. Major downsides include the gaseous by-products combined 
with hydrogen-containing precursors yielding halic acids, which can etch the 
film surface or readsorb to the surface as unwanted impurities which fortu-
nately are diminiutive when the growth temperature is raised.54,57–59 Examples 
of pure elemental precursors include Mg, Cd, Mn, Zn, Ga, In, Sn (c.f. Ref 54), 
which have advantages on the nonexistant impurities and steric hindrance, but 
might endure problems in CVD-type growth behaviour and low vapour pres-
sures. The second main group, metalorganics, can be further divided into two 
subgroups – organometallics and others. Organometallics are precursors with 
metal–carbon –bonds such as alkyls and cyclopentadienyls, and the others 
consists e.g. of alkoxides, β-diketonates, amides and amidinates.54 Organome-
tallics generally react quite readily with hydroxyl groups, meaning they can be 
employed with “gentle” oxidizer H2O, but on the other hand, stable alkyls are 
not available for many metals, and the deposition temperatures can be limited 
due to their self-decomposition.6 If the precursor is not reactive towards water, 
for example more reactive ozone is a valid choice. Ozone, mainly used for e.g. 
β-diketonate precursors, is such a strong reactant that it oxidizes even the sur-
face layers of the underlying substrate, and as it is not a stable form, the con-
centration of the ozone may vary on different regimes of the reactor chamber. 
Ozone burns the organic part of the film away, usually leaving a residue of car-
bonates inside the film which also are practically non-existant when the depo-
sition temperature is raised.60–64 In general at higher temperatures, the 
amount of impurities is lower but not all substrate materials can endure tem-
peratures of 300+ °C, which may cause difficulties on the precursor selection. 
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3.3 ALD of the complex oxides 

The ALD of ternary and quaternary oxides, that is oxide materials with two or 
three metal species, respectively, is similar to ALD of binary oxides with mix-
ing of the binary deposition cycles to reach the desirable composition. Howev-
er, some distinct extra features dominate the deposition of the complex oxides 
which are the cation stoichiometry control, growth-per-supercycle and growth 
surface deviations.  

This chapter discusses the growth of complex oxides. For distinctness in de-
scribing the complex systems, a notation of A and B in cursive are applied for 
precursor cycles for materials A and B, respectively, including the purges and 
oxidative pulse in the ternary system. 

 

3.3.1 Ternary and quaternary oxides 

 
 

 
 
Figure 10. Proportions of studied perovskite-type (ABO3-δ) materials (left) and the illustration 

of the perovskite crystal structure where a large central atom A is surrounded by cornersharing 

BO6 octahedrons. 
 
Perovskite-type (ABO3-δ) materials have been in the major focus of the com-

plex oxides by ca. 80-90 % share. Perovskite-type materials have been studied 
using ALD since 1997 when Seim et al. published the processes for two materi-
als; LaCoO3-δ65 and LaNiO3-δ.66 The 2nd most studied materials group of 
spinels, with AB2O4-δ stoichiometry, have been researched since 1993 when 
Huang et al. published a robust method for producing MgAl2O4 at high tem-
peratures.67 The rest of the materials type can be counted single-handedly, 
which include misfit-material [Ca2CoO3]0.62[CoO2]68 fabricated from Ca(thd)2 
and Co(thd)2 precursors, and SrTa2O6 from bication precursor.69 Since the 
90’s, without considering the doping of binary films, over a hundred ternary 
and quaternary processes have been published, where roughly one fifth of 
them have been considering high-κ material SrTiO3 (STO), and the majority of 
the precursors have been either β-diketonates or iso-propoxides (mainly 
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STO’s).6,8 Figure 10 visualises the perovskite-type ternary oxide processes ar-
ranged by their B-site cation and the crystallographic structure of a perovskite. 
Practically all the quaternary oxides have been solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) 
materials while some are studies on multication precursors.70–74,II  

3.3.2 The growth optimisation 

The deposition of ternary and quaternary ALD films is more difficult than 
binary films due to the requirement of a certain cation stoichiometry of the 
final product. The overlap of ALD windows from separate binary oxide pro-
cesses is not necessarily wide, although it is debatable how large concern this 
is as the binary ALD window studies are conducted over different substrate 
material and typically with different metrics than with ternary films. Typically, 
the ternary ALD window is determined by studying 1:1 pulsing ratio of A and B 
cycles, and when the suitable temperature is found, the cation stoichiometry is 
optimized by the so-called supercycle analysis, where the pulsing ratios for A 
and B are varied as presented in Equation 10: 
 

N  x (a x A  b x B)   ( 10 ) 
 
where N is the total repetition of the supercycles, a is the repetition of A cycles 
and b repetitions for B. The resulting cation ratio from 2:1 pulsing ratios of A 
and B usually does not usually equal to 2:1 molar ratio of the product due to 
different physical size of the precursors and the growth surfaces of the first 
and the second cycle of A. As presented in Figure 11, the deposition of A1-B-A2-
A3 has different growth surfaces for each of the three A-precursor cycles, yield-
ing varying amounts of deposited material with each step. In addition, one 
ALD cycle rarely forms a complete monolayer,75 which provides a unique 
growth surface to A3 as the material B is partially visible under A2.  Moreover, 
the effect of the one deposited layer might affect the growth of even the next 
few layers, as demonstrated clearly by e.g. Elam and George with QCM studies 
on ZnO/Al2O3 laminates.76  

Demonstrations of good composition control for ternary oxides has been 
published e.g. by Vehkamäki et al. and Kosola et al. with the early studies of 
SrTiO3-δ 60,77 and by Elliott and Nilsen on five ternary compounds.78 The pro-
found growth mechanism studies from two combined binary processes by El-
liott and Nilsen yielded well correlated fit profiles derived from two theoretical 

 

 
Figure 11. Different growth surfaces are demonstrated for the same A-precursor. 
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models. In the first model, combustion only (CO-model), the ligands stay in-
tact on the cation, detached only after ozone pulse is introduced. The second 
model is combustion and partial brønsted elimination (CAPBE-model), where 
the main idea is a combustion-related forming of hydroxyl groups assisting in 
the growth by aiding to detach one ligand before the ozone is introduced. 
These models are based on early work e.g. Ritala et al.,79,80 Ylilammi81 and Lie 
et al.,73 where the growth rates of different precursors were found to be inver-
sely related to the area they occupy on the surface. 

In publications I and II, assumed that one of the ligands is detached from 
the precursor as the precursor reacts with the surface groups as in the CAPBE 
method, a correlation to the molar mass of the remaining ligands is noted. It 
was observed with chemically similar ligands acetyl acetonate (acac) and 2,2,6-
6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione (thd), see Fig. 12, that the physical size affects 
the growth rate due to steric hindrance and in addition, cross-sectional surface 
area of the ligands is related to the molar mass, since they are constituted from 
similar elements. This gives a handy tool to quickly estimate the surface areas 
or steric hindraces of the precursors, although for more accurate calculations, 
parameters such as packing geometry and three-dimensionality must be taken 
into account as the ligand shapes are not perfectly circular or flat.  

 
 

 

Figure 12. Simple models for the larger thd (left) and the smaller acac (right) ligands. 

 
The idea of the molar mass correlating with the surface area can be visual-

ized by plotting the cross-sectional surface areas of various literature reported 
hydrocarbons and some commonly employed gaseous substances against their 
molar masses, shown in Figure 13.82,83 It is seen that a correlation exists, alt-
hought not being completely linear since at higher molar masses (dyes) the 
formation of clearly 3D structured molecules affect the adsorbed surface area.  
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Figure 13. Correlation of molar mass vs. cross-section surface area in wide and narrow rang-

es.  

3.3.3 Solid oxide fuel cell cathode materials 

In the first part of the dissertation, ALD processes for complex ternaryI and 
quaternaryII oxide materials related to intermediate temperature solid oxide 
fuel cell (IT-SOFC) cathode materials were developed. The objective is to work 
at intermediate temperatures, but the optimal operating temperature can be 
debated as not only the lower temperature promotes a longer lifetime, shorter 
start-up times and wider application base, it also reduces the Carnot efficiency, 
risks the material for carbonate poisoning and decreases the reaction 
kinetics.84 The middle ground for SOFC operation is somewhere at 500—600 
°C, where Gadolinium-doped ceria Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95 is one of the best choices for 
electrolyte material for its high ionic conductivity,85 and i.e. copper or nickel 
ceria mixtures can act as a high-performance anode material.86 Cathodes have 
to excel in the reduction of molecular oxygen, transport of the oxide ion to the 
electrolyte and participate in distribution of the electric current.84 In the in-
termediate temperatures, the polarisation losses of the cell are high due to 
slow kinetics in oxygen reduction and oxide transportation.87 One of the most 
studied cathode materials, (La,Sr)MnO3-δ, is not active enough at intermediate 
temperatures, but the (La,Sr)CoO3-δ has been identified as perhaps the most 
promising candidate, which has a large drawback from the high thermal ex-
pansion coefficient (TEC) resulting in incompatibility with most of the appli-
cable electrolytes.84,86 La-for-Sr substitution in the A-site affects the electrical 
conductivity of the material, while the TEC can be tuned down even to nearly 
match with the Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95 by substituting iron for cobalt in the B-site. To 
further improve the mixed ionic-electronic conductor (MIEC) properties in 
thin film cathodes, Prestat et al. demonstrated 1—1.5 orders of magnitude re-
duction to polarization resistance at 500°C by eliminating the bulk diffusion 
pathway with the reduction of the film thickness of the (La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3-δ 
cathode from 766 nm to just 16 nm.88 Other studies state that in bulk materi-
als, the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is the rate-limiting step, which can be 
confronted by adding more reactive sites by increasing the surface area or by 
increasing the amount of triple points where cathode, electrolyte and oxygen 
meet.89–92 In conclusion, a high-surface-area thin-film material would be the 
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best solution for high-performance cathode, and one of the best IT-SOFC 
cathodes is (La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3-δ.93,94 Prior to this thesis, the family of ternary 
and quaternary ALD processes to cover the (La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3-δ elements were 
missing SrCoO3-δ and (La,Sr)CoO3-δ constituents.64,65,73,95 

3.3.4 Case studies: SrCoO3-δ and (La,Sr)CoO3-δ 

For the SrCoO3-δ ALD process, the optimal growth temperature was found in 
between 290—330 °C, where below the growth window some thickness pat-
terns were observed, and above the window the precursors began to thermally 
decompose. Similar effects were seen for the (La,Sr)CoO3-δ process, except 
with the ALD-window temperature range of ca. 250—310 °C. The final deposi-
tion temperatures for the two materials were 310 and 290 °C, respectively. 

The precursors for the studies were chosen from the β-diketonate family due 
to the excellent performance with O3 and due to their easy preparation and 
handling, as they can be synthetised within 2 days and they are not typically 
very sensitive to air or moisture.96 The optimal precursor temperatures for the 
SrCoO3-δ process were found to be 200 °C and 135 °C for Sr(thd)2 and 
Co(acac)3 respectively, while in (La,Sr)CoO3-δ process, the precursor tempera-
tures for La(thd)3, Sr(thd)2 and Co(acac)3 were 175, 200 and 142 °C, respec-
tively. The optimal temperature was determined with ca. 100-200 mg of pre-
cursor consumption during the deposition of ca. 100 nm film. 

The pulse and purge characteristics were first optimized separately for the 
binary processes before mixing for ternary (SrCoO3-δ)I or quaternary 
((La,Sr)CoO3-δ)II processes, seen in Figure 14, where Sr(thd)2 has the highest, 
Co(acac)3 second highest and La(thd)3 has the lowest GPC. The GPC values are 
in line with the scheme where the remaining precursor + ligand(s) has a cer-
tain surface area blocking the neighbouring surface sites. The surface areas 
taken by the physi- or chemisorbed precursors are from smallest to largest; 
Sr(thd)- < Co(acac)2- < La(thd)2-. In the final products, the pulsing lengths 
(with N2 purges in parentheses) for SrCoO3-δ studies were optimized to 
Sr(thd)2 1.5 s (2.0 s)  O3 3.0 s (2.5 s)  Co(acac)3 1.5 s (1.5 s)  O3 3.0 s (2.5 
s). For the (La,Sr)CoO3-δ studies, the metal precursor pulses were lengthened 
to 2.0 s with 1.5 s purge, while the O3 pulses and purges were kept the same. 

The supercycle studies were then conducted to investigate the cation control 
of the deposition processes. The goal for the SrCoO3-δ process was to obtain the 
1:1 cation ratio measured with the XRF method, which was fortunately ob-
tained immediately with the 1:1 pulsing ratio of the precursors at the chosen 
deposition temperature. For the (La,Sr)CoO3-δ process, the optimization pro-
cess was somewhat more laborious as the optimal cation ratios were optimized 
in respect with the two A-site cations and with the A-to-B site cations com- 
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Figure 14. Growth characteristics for SrCoO3-δ (top frames) and (La,Sr)CoO3-δ (bottom 

frames), for metal precursors (left frames) and ozone pulsing to each precursor (right frames). 
La(thd)3 is denoted as , Sr(thd)2 as  and Co(acac)3 as . 

 

 
Figure 15. Relative amounts of A-site cations lanthanum (○ and ●) and strontium (□ and ■) 

compared to B-site cation cobalt measured with XRF (open symbols) and ICP-OES (closed 

symbols) methods.  

 
bined to obtain the optimal (La1-xSrx)CoO3-δ (x = 0.3—0.7) structure, where the 
material exhibits metallic conductivity and the structure should crystallize into 
the rhombohedral or cubic phase.97–99 The cation ratios were also studied with 
the inductive coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) meth-
od in addition to the non-destructive XRF method, shown in Figure 15. The 
deposition scheme for La(thd)3 supercycle studies had the amount of Sr(thd)2 
and Co(acac)3 cycles kept constant (1 and 2, respectively) and only the number 
of La(thd)3 cycles were increased. The precursor cycles were mixed as much as 
possible within the supercycle to aid the crystallization of the amorphous  
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Figure 16. Growth linearity studies with the target amorphous compositions, where the hollow 

spheres denote thickness vs. supercycles and black spheres to cation composition. The dashed 

lines describe the target molar values scaled to cobalt proposition of 1.0. 
 

product in the later phase. For Sr(thd)2 supercycle studies, the number of 
La(thd)3 and Co(acac)3 cycles were kept constant at 3 and 2 cycles, and for the 
Co(acac)3 supercycle studies, the number of La(thd)3 and Sr(thd)2 cycles were 
kept as 3 and 2, respectively. It was found out that the portion of lanthanum in 
the product was linearly dependent of the number of cycles, while for Sr(thd)2 
it was non-linear. This indicates Sr(thd)2 having slightly lower GPC when de-
posited over Sr-rich surfaces than La-rich surfaces, while for La(thd)3 the sur-
face reactions occur equally. For the later studies, two products were chosen 
which had 0.3La—0.7Sr—1.0Co and 0.7La—0.3Sr—1.0Co cation ratios. 

The growth linearities for both 1.0Sr—1.0Co—Ox and 0.3La—0.7Sr—1.0Co—
Ox were then studied. It was found that the target metal compositions were 
hold within 0.47—0.52 for Sr in SrCoO3-δ, and 0.23—0.30 for La and 0.67—
0.72 for Sr in (La,Sr)CoO3-δ in each deposition, in addition to good linearities 
from multiple of duplicate measurements, shown in Figure 16. The trendlines 
to describe the linearity had R2 values of 0.995 and 0.990, respectively, and 
they cross the y-axis at -4.4 nm (+2.8 nm when the 1700 cycle point is re-
moved) and +2.8 nm, for SrCoO3-δ and (La,Sr)CoO3-δ respectively. This indi-
cates that the substrate is somewhat aiding in the growth of the first few layers, 
and that the growth is then stabilized quickly. 

The as-deposited films had some carbonate impurities seen at ca. 1440 cm-1 
when studied with the FTIR method, shown in Figure 17 for 1.0Sr—1.0Co—Ox 
on top and for 0.3La—0.7Sr—1.0Co—Ox at bottom. The carbonates are typical 
impurities in some ozone processes, especially in strontium films, where SrCO3 
forms easily.73 The carbonate groups detach when the film is heated to 700 °C 
and above, which is typically a temperature area where the atoms begin to re-
arrange in the lattice.100  
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Figure 17. FTIR spectra relevant to a) SrCoO3-δ and b) (La,Sr)CoO3-δ depositions. The de-

noted temperatures indicate the post-deposition annealing temperature under O2 gas flow, 

revealing the leaving of the carbonate impurity. 
 

The detachment of the carbonate groups at the high temperatures might indi-
cate of forming of other, most likely crystalline structure. This idea was studied 
with the GIXRD method after annealing the films in different atmospheres 
under N2, O2 or airgas flows. For the stoichiometric Sr-Co-Ox, the samples 
were heated from 550 °C up to 850 °C in two different atmospheres (N2 and 
O2) to study the formation conditions of the crystalline structure, seen in Fig-
ure 18a. It is seen that while 550°C was not enough for structural changes, 600 
°C is sufficient for the formation of rhombohedral (R32) low-temperature 
phase of SrCoO3-δ, namely Sr6Co5O15 (PDF Ref. 00-049-0692) with unit cell 
parameters of ca. a = 9.4890 Å, b = 9.4890 Å and c = 12.3650 Å.101–103 At 
850°C in both atmospheres, the structure is decomposed back into the binary 
oxides. The peaks are slightly shifted to lower angles when annealed in O2 at-
mosphere, indicating slightly larger unit cell. Similar approach was applied to 
0.3La—0.7Sr—1.0Co—Ox as well under more SOFC related O2 and air-gas 
(mixture of 80% N2 and 20% O2) atmospheres, where the correct phase is seen 
to form at 600 °C and to decompose at 900 °C. There were no differences in 
GIXRD patterns between the choice of atmospheres, thus only one GIXRD-
from each temperature is shown for clarity in Figure 18b. The (La0.3Sr0.7)CoO3-δ 
forms, according to van Doorn et al.,104 near perfect cubic structure (Pm3m) 
with unit cell parameters of ca. a = b = c = 3.8323 Å, while the (La0.7Sr0.3)CoO3-

δ forms a rhombohedral phase (R-3c) with unit cell parameters of ca. a = 
5.4481 Å, b = 5.4481Å, c = 13.2277 Å. This is most likely the situation here as 
well, since according to the powder diffraction file database for the structures 
(cubic: 00-048-0137, rhombohedral: 04-013-1001) the XRD patterns are simi-
lar except in peaks at 2θ values of 23.2—23.5° and 47.4—48.1° where the 
rhombohedral has somewhat stronger peak intensities.  
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Figure 18. The GIXRD studies of the post-annealed thin films of a) SrCoO3-δ and b) 

(La,Sr)CoO3-δ reveals crystalline structrures. 
 

3.4 Hybrid atomic/molecular layer deposition 

The molecular layer deposition (MLD) method, invented in the early 90’s by 
Yoshimura et al.,10,105,106 describes the deposition of organic molecule layers 
similarly as inorganic compounds are deposited with ALD. MLD precursors, 
such as halides, isocyanatos or isothiocyanatos, react with e.g amine or diol to 
form a combination of dimolecular film, and materials such as polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) and Kevlar can be fabricated.10,107,108. Pure MLD films have 
three key properties listed in recent Yoshimura’s review,109 which are ultra-
thin conformal organic films, tailored organic films and selective organic films, 
applicable e.g. in diffusion barriers, wavelength sensitized solar cells and in 
area-selective deposition masks, respectively. 

The ALD and MLD techniques can be combined to create a hybrid material 
which has properties from both inorganic and organic worlds. In hybrid 
ALD/MLD the inorganic and molecular precursor cycles are mixed to yield 
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either hybrid inorganic-organic structures, superlattice structures or nano-
laminates depending on the cycle proportions. While the definitions are not 
completely unambiguous, generally in hybrid films inorganic and organic lay-
ers are alternated, in superlattice structures typically the thin organic layers 
are separated with thicker inorganic layers and in nanolaminates, all the layer 
thicknesses are thicker, measured in several nanometers.10 The repeating su-
perlattice structure has exciting phonon dispersion properties applicable in for 
example thermoelectrics, where the power factor can be significantly enhanced 
by intelligent materials design.16,18,110,111 Just in recent years, ALD and 
ALD/MLD methods have been utilised to form crystalline metal-organic 
framework (MOF) structures either after post-deposition vapour exposure,23 
post-deposition processing24,25 or as a fast one-step deposition methods.III,V,13 
Thin film MOFs can be applied112 e.g. in solid state batteries,13 catalysis,113 
drug-delivery,114 chromatographic sieves115 and ultra-sensitive sensors.116 The 
commonly yielding amorphous hybrid thin films are useful e.g. in phosphors15, 
solid state battery electrodes117 and protective coatings22,118, and more applica-
tions should arise as the shroud of novelty is no longer affecting. 

Typical hybrid ALD/MLD organic precursor is a diol, such as hydroquinone 
(HQ), and not too many other options have been studied prior the beginning 
of this dissertation work.10 Other possible functional groups include amines, 
carboxylic acids and the heterobifunctional mixtures, such as 4-aminophenol 
(4-AP). Carboxylic acids differ majorly from diols and amines by the possibility 
to form highly stable, resonance-stabilized complexes and with multiple differ-
ent coordination options depending on the metal constituent.119 The research 
on ALD/MLD of carboxylic acids has roots in 2008 when the group in Oslo120 
studied unsaturated121 and saturated linear122 and saturated aromatic123 organ-
ics with combination of trimethylaluminium (TMA). Those studies yielded 
smooth amorphous films with decently high growth rates of ca. 5—10 Å/cycle. 
The carboxylic acid group reacts completely with the inorganic species, seen 

 
 

 
Figure 19. The carboxylate group coordination to metal(III). 
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from the FTIR spectrum as the disappearance of the R-COOH –bands. Moreo-
ver, it can form either unidentate, bidentate or bridging structures, visualized 
in Figure 19.119 

During the dissertation studies, the typical precursors hydroquinone (HQ) 
and 4-aminophenol (4-AP) were found not to possess the ability to react with 
β-diketonate precursors. Thus a more reactive but simple precursor was 
sought to replace the organic species and the carboxylic acids were studied 
among the systematic research. The carboxylic acid group was found to react 
surprisingly well with the β-diketonate precursors to form hybrid ALD/MLD 
materials. As the reactivity of the functional groups –OH, –NH2 or –COOH is 
seen as a detachment of the proton, it is reasonable to study the acidicity value 
pKa of the precursors, found in Table 2 among some other known chemicals.124 
The pKa is a negative logarithmic value (pKa = -log10 Ka) describing the proton 
donor affinity (Brønsted acidity) of a molecule, where the small pKa (or large 
Ka) value indicates stronger proton donor affinity. 

The high acidicity or low pKa of carboxylic acids can be explained by their af-
finity to form resonance-stabilized structures, where the extra electrons are 
relatively stable in the carboxylate (R-COO-) form.124 The pKa ballpark value 
for the reaction with different thd complexes is unknown.  

 
Table 2. pKa values (25°C in H2O, first deprotonation) for some common substances and the 

organic molecules applied in this thesis, where the models for the molecules are not in scale.  

 
 

3.4.1 Case studies: Ca, Mn, Co and Cu based hybrid thin films 

The goal for the hybrid studies was to find a way to use β-diketonate precur-
sors to fabricate hybrid ALD/MLD thin films and moreover, to create novel 
transition metal hybrid thin films to expand the hybrid ALD/MLD materials 
catalogue. After realization of the high reactivity of the carboxylic acids, the 
studies were then conducted for six different β-diketonate precursors and two 
carboxylic acid precursors. Here the primary motivation was then to introduce 
the partially filled d-orbital species into the world of hybrid ALD/MLD materi-
als and secondarily to investigate more on the +II oxidation state species with 
calcium. Some of the precursors are presented in Figure 20 and all the pro-
cesses are described in Table 3. 
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Figure 20. Examples of a few precursors applied in the thesis; Mn(thd)3, Co(acac)3, TPA and 

1,3,5-BTC, proportions not to scale. 
 

Table 3. The list of all ALD/MLD processes studied in this thesis. 

  

# 
Metal  

precursor 
Organic 

precursor 

Growth 
temp. 
[°C] 

GPC 
[Å/c] 

Crystalline? Ref. 

a Ca(thd)2 1,3,5-BTC 220 6.5 No - 
b Ca(thd)2 TPA 220 3.40 Yes V 
c* Cu(acac)2 TPA 200 1.25 Yes - 
d* Cu(thd)2 1,3,5-BTC 200 3.70 No - 
e Cu(thd)2 TPA 200 1.38 Yes III 
f Mn(thd)3 TPA 200 1.09 No IV 
g Co(acac)3 TPA 200 1.10 No IV 
h Co(thd)2 TPA 200 1.45 No IV 
*These processes were not optimized completely. 
 
The pulse and purge data for the so-far studied processes show clear ALD 

type characteristics, where the metal precursor requires 2—5 s pulses and 2—5 
s purges, and MLD precursors slightly longer 5—10 s and 10—15 s pulses and 
purges, respectively, shown in Figure 21. The pulse studies were conducted at 
200°C for all except Calcium compounds, where 220°C was used due to the 
high sublimation temperature of Ca(thd)2 (190°C). Sublimation and growth 
temperatures were chosen to be as low as reasonably possible to study the low-
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temperature growth of the films required i.e. for delicate substrates. The pulse 
and purge parameters were optimized in an experiment, where the hybrid 
ALD/MLD cycle was pre-guessed as 2—5 s ALD pulse  2 s N2-purge  10 s 
MLD pulse  20 s N2-purge, and then one parameter was changed at a time. 
Interpreting the pulse and purge studies of the so far studied materials it can 
be seen that ALD-type pulse patterns can be seen with each of the fully opti-
mized processes. ALD-type purges are seen as well, except for Cu(thd)2 + TPA 
process, where the ever-decreasing GPC value indicates of low sorption 
strength of the precursors.  

 

 
Figure 21. Pulse and purge data for the processes of a) Cu(thd)2 + TPA, b) Mn(thd)3 + TPA, 

c) Co(thd)2 + TPA, d) Co(acac)3 + TPA, e) Ca(thd)2 + TPA and f) Ca(thd)2 + 1,3,5-BTC. Inorgan-

ic and organic precursors are described with open and closed symbols, respectively. 
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Figure 22. The growth windows for each ALD/MLD process listed in the table X. 

 
The growth window studies (GPC vs. temperature) for each of the precursor 

combinations yielded visually similar graphs, where at low temperatures an 
increasing GPC value tops at 200—220°C as 1—7 Å/c, and then declines 
steadily until the growth rate is either nonexistant or the inorganic precursor 
begins to decompose seen as yet again increasing GPC values in Figure 22. 
This type of GPC/temperature -behavior is typical for hybrid processes,10 and 
it is explained either by promotion of surface reactions due to initial diffusion 
of precursors into the film at medium temperatures until the increasing out-of-
the-film desorption rate becomes more and more dominant at higher tempera-
tures, or by the combined effect of thermal energy assisted reaction activation 
and the decrease of reactive sites at increasing temperatures. 

The GPC values are less than calculated monolayer for each process, which is 
typical for ALD/MLD hybrid films, although it is not a definitive rule.10,125 The 
notably lower GPC values can occur for example due to tilting or double-
reactions of the organic precursors or due to steric hindrance caused by the 
bulky ligands. The in-situ crystallizing materials Ca(thd)2, Cu(acac)2 and 
Cu(thd)2 terephthalates grows faster (3.4 , 2.0 and 2.6 Å/c at 200, 190 and 190 
°C, respectively) than their amorphous TPA counterparts (ca. 1.0 Å/c), which 
is explained by the ordered growth mechanisms as the crystalline structure 
forces the precursors to more upright positions. The copper or calcium + 1,3,5-
BTC processes yield notably higher GPC values than the TPA-processes due to 
the bulkier ligand which is not as prone to triple reactions with the surface, 
thus should lead into sticking more vertically on the surface. The growth line-
arity experiments at 200–220 °C resulted in highly linear growth with R2 val-
ues ranging from 0.997—0.999 for each process except copper—terephthalate 
(Cu-TP) films, which yielded 0.998 and 0.990 for acac and thd processes, re-
spectively. The notably lower correlation factor for Cu(thd)2—TPA process 
yielded from rough crystalline structure forming process combined with high 
temperature sensitivity, resulted in uneven and rough films near the phase-
change region and TPA sublimation temperatures of 180—200 °C. Crystalline 
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Ca—TP films grows at higher temperatures with better controllability, and a 
linear increase in roughness with thickness was observed, explained by in-situ 
crystallization.V 

The crystalline ALD/MLD fabricated hybrid films themselves are not a com-
pletely novel phenomenon, as also a few zinc processes have been found re-
cently.23–25 In addition to the crystalline hybrid films being quite rare, the no-
table aspect is that none of these previously reported processes have yielded 
crystalline structures without post-deposition processing of 1 or 2 extra steps. 
The one-step synthesis of thin crystalline films described in III and V makes 
the processing very simple and one order of magnitude faster compared to 
conventional layer-by-layer methods.126 This does not include the superior 
prospect of the ALD/MLD method where the pre-fabrication of self-assembled 
monolayers (SAMs) are not required, since the film can be deposited directly 
on e.g. silicon, plastic or three-dimensional high-surface area structures.  

The GIXRD patterns and the corresponding structures for Cu-TP and Ca-TP 
films are presented in Figures 23-27, where the two materials have completely 
different structures as Cu-TP forms a 2-dimensional paddlewheel structure,127–

130 and Ca-TP a 3-dimensional cross-linked structure.131–135 In previous studies 
on Ca-TP, the bulk samples contain large amounts of solvents such as H2O or 
DMF in the structure, while using ALD/MLD method the dry version is ob-
tained immediately. For ALD/MLD fabricated Cu-TP MOF, the critical tem-
perature where the structure forms is narrow, only 180—190 °C, while for Ca-
TP, the crystalline structure forms from 190 °C to 420 °C. The upper limit of 
the depositions comes from the the pity of the scientist towards the 30-year-
old reactor, its o-rings and glass parts.  

The Cu-TP MOF film can adsorb and desorb H2O molecules from air humidi-
ty, which can be seen in Figure 24(a), where GIXRD analysis was performed 
from as-deposited film (1), film rested for 8 days (2), film rested for 26 days 
(3), and after vacuum drying in different temperatures of 85 °C for 1 day (4), at 
130 °C for 3 days (5), at 200 °C for 2 days (6), at 230 °C for 3 days (7) and at 
260 °C for 2 days (8). The water adsorption is seen as the rise of certain peaks 
(ca. 8 °, 17 ° and 26 °) belonging to the ligand position filling with water. From 

 

 
Figure 23. Crystallinity vs. deposition temperature. For Cu-TP on the left, the studied deposi-

tion temperatures were 180, 185, 195 and 200 °C from bottom to top and for Ca-TP on the right, 

185, 190, 200 °C and then at 20 °C intervals up to 420 °C from bottom to top.  
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Figure 24. Cu-TP adsorbs moisture from air humidity and changes into wetted structure after 

26 days of exposure to humid air. The original dry structure can be regenerated by heating the 

sample in vacuum. The graphs represent as deposited film (1), films rested for 8 days (2) and 

26 days (3), films after vacuum drying in 85 °C (4), 130 °C (5), 200 °C (6), 230 °C (7) and 260 

°C (8).  
 
this regeneration analysis, it was found that the MOF desorbs the water mole-
cules at ca. 200 °C in vacuum, while at ca. 230+ °C, the structure was found to 
be destroyed by thermal combustion, which in the same time might explain 
the lack of film growth at those temperatures. The Figure 24(b) shows how the 
(2 0 0) peak shifts into lower angle (=unit cell grows larger) as water is ad-
sorbed and shifts back to its “dry” position as water is excluded from the struc-
ture, further proving the reversibility of the adsorption/desorption process. 
The water molecule is coordinated to the copper molecules on the side of the 
2D-network, marked with “L” as a ligand spot in Figure 25. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 25. Visual interpretation of crystalline Cu-TP structure which forms a 2-dimensional 

network, where the R symbolizes the benzene ring of terephthalate. The adsorbed water mole-

cules can attach into the ligand site marked with “L” symbol (left figure) or to the blue marked 

spots in the network figure (right). 
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Figure 26. Visual interpretations of dry (top) and wetted (bottom) Ca-TP crystal structures 

from a, b and c axises (left, middle and right, respectively). 
 
The Ca-TP structure can adsorb and desorb moisture as well but in here, the 

crystal structure changes drastically unlike in the Cu-TP case. The TP molecule 
detaches from its other end and forms a zipper-type structure where the calci-
um oxides and water molecules are at the same inorganic layer, and tereph-
thalates are at separate layers, shown in Figure 26.  

The water adsorption and desorption was monitored by the change of 
GIXRD patterns (see Fig. 27) measured in a scheme where at first, (a) the 
sample was measured immediately after deposition to obtain the dry structure, 
then (b) let to adsorb moisture for 90 days at room temperature in ca. 30% 
relative humidity conditions to completely wet the structure, (c) regenerated in 
15 minutes of 100 °C under argon gas flow in RTA oven, tried to wet (d) at 30 
% relative humidity over 24 hours and (e) over a decanter of water heated in a 
hotplate (55 °C) and then (f) regenerated at 80°C under argon gas flow at RTA. 
The low obtained regeneration temperatures are not in line with bulk material  
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Figure 27. GIXRD patterns for the wetting and regeneration of the Ca-TP film. The graphs 

represent as-deposited film (a), film after 90 days (b), film after treatment in 100 °C (c), film after 

1 day (d), film after water vapour treatment (e) and film after treatment in 80 °C (f). 
 

studies, as there the sufficient regeneration temperature was estimated to be 
400 °C interpreting the thermogravimetric data.135  

The chemical bonding in all the hybrid materials are similar, seen from the 
studies with FTIR method in Figure 28 below, where spectra of substrate (1, no 
film) and hybrid films yielded from processes of Mn(thd)3 + TPA (2, 129 nm), 
Cu(thd)2 + TPA (3, 84 nm), Cu(acac)2 + TPA (4, 50 nm), Co(thd)2 + TPA (5, 80 
nm), Co(acac)3 + TPA (6, 137 nm), Ca(thd)2 + TPA (7, 98 nm, crystalline), 
Ca(thd)2 + BTC (8, 89 nm) and Cu(thd)2 + BTC (9, 87 nm) are shown. Absence 
of peaks at 1700-3500 cm-1, indicates that the films are rather pure from H2O, 
CO2, RO-H, RN-H or RCOOH impurities. The signature area of 1250-1650 cm-1 
holds all the practical information in these hybrid structures where the ben-
zene peaks can be seen at 1625 cm-1 (aromatic C=C), 1435 cm-1 (ring structure) 
and 1505 cm-1 (aromatic C=C), C-O at 1310 cm-1, the asymmetric and symmet-
ric COO- peaks at ca. 1580—1550 cm-1 and 1395 cm-1, respectively, indicate that 
all TP-films seem to have bridging type bonding for metal-to-
carboxylates.III,IV,V  
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Figure 28. FTIR spectra of the substrate (1) and the hybrid thin films of Mn(thd)3—TPA (2), 

Cu(thd)2 + TPA (3), Cu(acac)2 + TPA (4), Co(thd)2 + TPA (5), Co(acac)3 + TPA (6), Ca(thd)2 + 

TPA (7), Ca(thd)2 + BTC (8) and Cu(thd)2 + BTC (9). 
 
Since in this thesis work, both the deposition process characteristics (e.g. re-

quired pulse and purge lengths and temperature windows) and the basic thin 
film properties (e.g. bonding types from FTIR) were found to be essentially 
similar, it is difficult to evaluate the reason why some hybrid films are crystal-
line and some amorphous. More crystalline and amorphous hybrid ALD/MLD 
films are needed to prove any theories, but one approach could be to consider 
the coordination geometry of the metal cation in the precursor and in the 
formed/targeted crystalline structure. 

XPS method was applied to verify the elemental composition of the amor-
phous and crystalline Cu-TP films, as the previously applied XRF or ICP-OES 
methods can not be used for these materials as the local equipment were not 
able to quantitatively detect carbon or oxygen. The results are presented in 
Table 4 below, where the metal-to-carbon and metal-to-oxygen ratios are pre-
sented and their corresponding ideal values from the crystal structure are in 
parentheses. The excess values of carbon and oxygen form roughly 2:1 ratio, 
which is the same ratio of carbon-to-oxygen in terephthalate, indicating possi-
bly some extra TP/TPA-molecules on the surface region of the film. It is to be 
noted that each deposition was finished in hybrid pulse + purge. The XPS 
method was also applied to verify the oxidation state of the hybrid film ob-
tained from Co(thd)2—TPA process, as cobalt(II) has some tendency to oxidize 
into Co3+.136 It was foundIV that the cobalt did retain, or at least mostly re-
tained its oxidation state, proving that two different resulting cobalt hybrid 
films were deposited. 
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Table 4. XPS results for Cu-TP, amorphous and crystalline. Values for ideal structures are pre-

sented in parentheses. 

Material Crystallinity 
TDeposition 

[°C] 
Metal-to-

carbon 
Metal-to-

oxygen 

Cu-TP  Amorphous  210 °C 
1:14.1 

(-) 
1:6.6 

(-) 

Cu-TP  Crystalline  180 °C 
1:10.1 
(1:8) 

1:4.8 
(1:4) 

 
The elongation properties of Ca-TP were investigated by depositing a rela-

tively thick 420 nm hybrid ALD/MLD film over 25 μm thick Kapton plastic 
sheet, which is designed to endure ca. 300 °C temperatures and has decent 
elongation properties, shown in Figure 29(a). As the film thickness was just 
1.65 % of the whole sample thickness, the resulting elongation profile was not 
suspected to have any notable changes or effects. However, it was found in 
Figure 29(b) that some of the samples had a small dent in their elongation 
profile at ca. 25% of elongation length.V This dent was seen only in samples 
where the Ca-TP film was present, and in addition, where the Ca-TP film had 
been exposed to moisture for at least one full day. In “dry” Ca-TP films Figure 
29(c), the dent was visible only when the more sensitive derivative-of-force 
was plotted instead of force to elongation, and they exhibited merely a ca. 1—2 
% elongation resistance. In Figure 29 (bottom), scheme of the elongation pro-
cess is proposed where the zipper-like structure assists the structure from 
breaking apart. This high elongation resistance seems unusual, as there must 
not be many crystalline inorganic-organic hybrid materials which have such 
feature.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 29. The elongation profiles of (a) four plain substrates and (b and c) seven Ca-TP films. 

The y-axes are force in graphs (a) and (b), while (c) has derivative of force for more precise 

data. 
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Finally, as the crystal structures in Figure 26 were thought of might having 
micropores to host small molecules, physisorption studies were applied to es-
timate the surface area of the Ca-TP. It was not known if the small sample siz-
es would be sufficient for the physisorption measurements, but after the anal-
yses of three samples applying one BET and two NLDFT methods of a total 
sample sizes of 0.4703, 0.6318 and 0.7175 g, where most of the mass is ob-
tained from silicon substrate rather than the 95.2—99.0 nm thick films, the 
surface area was calculated to be ca. 2500±500 m2/g from the non-rounded 
results of 2453, 2521 and 2575 m2/g, respectively. The high error margin 
comes from the high uncertainty due to the ultra low mass of the samples. 
Measuring the plain silicon substrate gave 0 m2/g result, which implies that all 
the results were obtained from the small amounts of the high-surface area thin 
films. The surface areas of thin film MOFs are have not been measured active-
ly, which means that the obtained result is hard to compare to values from 
similar method, but as seen in the compilation by Farha et al.137 for bulk mate-
rials, the obtained surface area could be logical as e.g. MOF from similar or-
ganic constituent of Zn-TP had surface area of 3800 m2/g and 1.55 cm3/g pore 
size. The distribution of pore sizes for high-surface area MOFs are 1.1—4.4 
cm3/g. The pore size analysis by the NLDFT method from two Ca-TP samples 
gave 4.1 and 4.2 cm3/g results which are supposedly on the high-side. 
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4. Conclusions 

Basic research on fundamental material properties can yield unexpected and 
innovative results, even though initially the application potential would be 
unknown. As seen in the past, many of the fascinating technologies and novel 
ideas are based on new enabling functional materials. The goal of the disserta-
tion was to study the deposition of new thin film materials fabricated with the 
ALD and ALD/MLD methods, and study their material properties from both 
the physical and chemical point of views. This resulted in two complex oxide 
materials manufactured with the ALD method and eight hybrid materials with 
the ALD/MLD method.  

Probably the best cathode material for IT-SOFC would be thin, high surface 
area (La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3-δ with precisely crafted A- and B-site cation substitu-
tions. Certainly, the ALD technique could be the method of choice in the fabri-
cation of the material with the required high standards. The dissertation’s ox-
ide material studies of SrCoO3-δ and (La,Sr)CoO3-δ completed the constitutent 
set for the high-performance cathode material (La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3-δ, where only 
the cathode material itself is now left for fabrication. Control of the cation stoi-
chiometry was achieved and proved for the quaternary oxide system. It was 
found that heat-treatment at ca. 600—700°C was required to crystallize the 
oxides, resulting in evacuation of the impurities from the structure. In addi-
tion, the studies yielded an idea for the effect of molar masses of the typical 
hydrocarbon-based ligands applicable as a tool for estimating the maximum 
growth per cycle value, which is particularly applicable with molar masses be-
low ca. 200 g/mol, where the clumping of the material has not that large ef-
fect. This is particularly handy in cases where the substitution rate of a com-
plex oxide is being optimized and the suitable precursors are sought. 

The eight hybrid ALD/MLD processes covered in the thesis extended the 
family of available ALD/MLD materials from the previously commonly em-
ployed aluminium, zinc and titanium compounds to cover the partially filled d-
orbital cations of manganese, cobalt and copper, which are known from their 
exciting magnetic and electrical application potential, and the alkaline earth 
metal calcium. The MLD precursors, TPA and 1,3,5-BTC were found to excel 
when paired with the β-diketonate type thd and acac precursors. The highly 
increased proton donation affinity of the carboxylic acids compared to hydrox-
yl or amine groups must be the main driving factor, but the actual reacting pKa 
limit remains unknown. Moreover, two new crystalline hybrid materials were 
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successfully fabricated with the ALD/MLD method, using fast and easy one-
step procedure. In addition to their capability of reversibly adsorb-
ing/desorbing gas molecules, the alkaline earth metal based hybrid material 
Ca-TP was found to exhibit outstanding elastic properties, where the unique 
zipper-type structure seems to be the key factor. Definitely, more material 
studies are required if the reason behind the crystalline hybrid film formation 
is pursued. 

Recently a respectably growing number of ALD fabricated complex oxide and 
hybrid ALD/MLD thin film studies are seen from around the world, including 
the areas of high-κ insulators and water-splitting photocathodes. Some pro-
foundly exciting materials have already been seen and trend is clear – complex 
thin films are here. 
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